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1 Introduction

By invariance in a random utility model, we mean that the distribution of achieved utility is 

invariant across the alternatives chosen.

The study of Invariance in Random Utility (RU) Models originated with [1]. It gave a 

characterization of the joint distribution of the random terms in Additive RU (ARU) Models, 

necessary and sufficient for the distribution of achieved utility to be independent of which 

alternative attains the maximum. Later, [2] noted and corrected some errors in the proofs of 

[1], and gave an equivalent but somewhat different characterization. In this note, we 

investigate the consequences of the R&S (Robertson and Strauss) characterization.

In an RU Model, choice makers choose between alternatives in a finite Universal Choice 

Set },...,2,1{ NG df . With each alternative Gi is associated a random utility iX , looked 

upon as the utility of alternative i for a randomly chosen choice maker. Hence, the probability 

of a randomly chosen choice maker to choose alternative i from a nonempty subset GI  is 

postulated to be

},,Pr{)( ijIjXXip jidfI  . (1)

It usually assumed that the probability of ties is zero.

The utility distributions of the alternatives further typically depend on parameters, such 

as the costs of the alternatives. A typical case in question is ARU models, where the 

utility iX , has “additive” structure:

iii UvX  . (2)

Here the utility iX , is decomposed into the sum of a deterministic population value, iv , 

assumed known to the analyst (such as the cost of alternative i) and an individual value, iU , 

assumed unknown to the analyst, and hence considered as random when studying choices by 

the choice makers. ARU models have become work horses in many areas of probabilistic 



discrete choice, such as choice of mode of transport [3], choice of residential location [4], and 

many others

Let IX̂ denote the maximum achieved utility when choosing from the set I, i.e. 

}{maxˆ
iIidfI XX  . Further let IiX |

ˆ denote the maximal utility conditioned upon 

alternative i being chosen out of I. When the choices are from the universal choice set G, we 

write just X̂ and iX̂ for GX̂ and GiX |
ˆ .

Let F be the joint cdf (cumulative distribution function) of ),...,,( 21 NXXXX . (We 

use bold face to denote vectors.) We say that F (and also the RUM in question) has the 

invariance property, if the distribution of iX̂ is independent of i.

In an ARU model (2), the cdf of X depends on the vector v of population values, so let us 

denote it by vF , i.e. )()(},Pr{)( vxvxx 0v  FFGixvUF Uiiidf , where 

UF is the cdf of ),...,,( 21 NUUUU .

The invariance result proved (modulo the corrections by Lindberg et al. [2]) by [1] says 

that for an ARU Model, all the vF have the invariance property, if and only if the cdf UF

has the form

),...,,(()(()( 21 Nxxx
dfU eeeHeHF    xx , (3)

where H is a linearly homogenous function, given of course that )(( xeH is indeed a cdf. 

This class of distributions, which we will term RS-distributions, contains among others the 

GEV (Generalized Extreme Value) distributions, [4 ], for which xex )( , and a fortiori the 

Multi Nomial Logit (MNL) Model, which the GEV Model generalizes.

In this talk we relate results that give necessary and sufficient conditions on  and H for 

UF according to (3) to be a cdf. We also give non-GEV examples of  and H giving

invariant RU models.

2. Consequences of the RS formula for  and H

2.1. Normalization of setup.



We will study what conditions  and H in the RS formula (3) must fulfill for 

))(()( xx  eHF dfRS  to be a cdf. The analysis to some extent parallels that [5]. First of all 

we will normalize RSF , and are able to state:

Assumption. We will WLOG assume that RSF has the representation

))(()( xx  eHF dfRS  , (4)

where ]1,0[]0,(:  is non-decreasing with 0)(  and 1)0(  , and H is positive 

and linearly homogenous, with 1)( iH u . (Here iu is the i-th coordinate unit vector.) We 

will say that such  and H are RS-appropriate □

Remark. Note that the Assumption implies that all univariate marginals have the same 

cdf )( xe . When we use the distribution (4) for the random term in an ARU model (2), the 

marginals gets shifted by the iv and the marginal cdf’s become )( )( ivxe  . Thus, in 

particular, all marginals have the same variance. □

Eq. (4) still is a bit complex to analyze. To this end we show:

Proposition. RSF , according to (4), is a cdf if and only if the function RSF defined by

))(()( xx  HF dfRS  (5)

is a cdf on N)0,( . □

The derivations of conditions on  and H for RSF to be a cdf are rather intertwined. But 

for the sake of presentation, we will give result in an order not following the derivations.

As compared to the GEV setting, with xex )( , a general  of course gives a more 

complex situation. We therefore need to restrict he behavior of )(x when 0x . We will 

say that  is RS-well-behaved when its derivatives fulfill 

)()( sn is )))((( 1 nsso  (“little o”) as 0s . (6)

2.2. The support of  .



The conditions on  implies that its support must be either ]0,( or ]0,[ a for some 

0a . Hence, the marginal distributions, by the remark to the Assumption, must have 

supports ),(  or (up to translation) ),0[  .

2.3 Necessary conditions on H.

For H, we recover the classical alternating sign conditions, [4], [5]:

0)()1( ...
1

21
  x

miii
n H , (7)

(where )(...21
x

niiiH is the partial derivative of H w.r.t. niii m  ...21 ).

2.4. Sufficient conditions for  and H.

Concerning sufficient conditions it is natural to demand 

0)()( xn (8)

Conditions (7) and (8) turn out to be sufficient for RSF to be a cdf.

3. Special cases of  .

Here we derive, using the sufficient conditions, some special cases of  giving non-GEV 

RS-distributions

3.1. )1/(1)( xx  on ]0,( .

This  gives marginals that are logistic.

3.2. xx  1)( on ]0,1[ .

This  gives marginals that are standard exponential.

3.2. ))ln(1(1)( yyy  on ]0,1[ .

This  gives marginals that are standard Erlang-2.

These examples are to our knowledge the first examples of non-GEV RS-distributions.

Note in particular that the last two distributions give nonnegative error terms in ARU models. 

This might be of interest for the interpretation of ARU-models, where the possibility of 

arbitrarily large negative random utilities may seem counterintuitive.
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